Oceans of capacity for a top tier connectivity experience

Deliver an at-home and in-office experience for everyone on board.

LIMITATION HAS NO PLACE AT SEA.
A top tier connectivity experience for everyone on board a Cruise and Ferry voyage is closer than ever

To deliver effortless, reliable Internet. For everyone on board.

Robust connectivity for a limitless experience

From cruise liners to ferry boats, with ViaSat-3, our next generation ultra-high capacity global constellation, our maritime Internet service is designed to give passengers, operators and crew the power to stream, surf and stay productive while at sea, nearly anywhere around the world.

Unreliable Internet has no place at sea

› High-speed network with flexible capacity to meet user demands.
› No imposed speed limits and no hard data caps*.
› Service backed by on-demand, 24/7 support to stay up and running.
The last thing you need is another complaint about poor Internet experience on board. Let **Viasat** solve your connectivity challenges, once and for all.

Flexibility to meet small and large vessel demands.

Plans featuring passenger and crew browsing and enhanced streaming options.

High-speed Internet experience for all service plans.

Passengers, operators and crew alike have an **increased demand for top tier WiFi during their sailings**

Deliver on those demands and provide an on-board experience that engages passengers and activates new revenue opportunities.

Viasat offers an optimized solution including:

› Customized plans
› High-speed network management
› Flexible bandwidth and capacity
› Expertise in consumer experience
› Robust ecosystem of third-party providers

Our solution enables:

› Unified media solutions to combine the best of stored content, live TV, streaming services to engage and entertain passengers
› The ability and scale to meet the changing demands of your passenger
› Sponsorship and revenue share model opportunities available
Connect at sea just like you would at home or in the office

> Powerful, ultra-high-capacity satellite network means more speed, data, and performance while you sail.
> Flexible plans to meet user demands.
> Enhance the passenger experience, maximize connectivity ROI.

**Internet connectivity on board is more than just connection. It’s part of the experience.**

Whether your passengers and crew want to stream videos and sports, or your fleet operators need the Internet to stay productive -- Let Viasat deliver a top-tier experience. While at port or at sea. All the time.

**Delivering effortless connectivity on board is closer than you think.**

**Talk to an expert today to learn more about installation and service plans.**

**Global headquarters**
6155 El Camino Real, Carlsbad, CA 92009-1699, USA

**WEB** maritime.viasat.com  
**EMAIL** maritime@viasat.com

*No imposed speed limits means that there is no cap set on the speed delivered to a terminal. Speeds may still be limited by terminal equipment capabilities, network and environmental conditions, and other factors. Service is not available in all areas. Offer may be changed or withdrawn at any time.
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